Dear Colleagues,

The TA Consulting (TAC) Program is piloting a new service this quarter for graduate student instructors and teaching assistants. For the first time, we are offering drop-in office hours on Wednesdays. The idea is that graduate students can simply stop by with questions or talk about teaching with an experienced peer consultant. If their concern is more in-depth, the TAC Fellow holding office hours can help them schedule a consultation. Office hours will be on Wednesdays in October and November from 12:00 noon - 1:30 pm. Additional information can be found below. Please forward to your students as appropriate.

Do you have a question about teaching?
Want to brainstorm ways to make your teaching more engaging?

Stop by Shields Library on Wednesdays 12:00 noon - 1:30 pm for drop-in office hours with TAC Consulting fellows. No appointment necessary.

From the main entrance to Shields, make a left after the information desk to enter the group study area (room 193). When you enter room 193, we are on your immediate left in the corner closest to the windows.

-----

The TA Consulting Program Fellows are experienced graduate student instructors trained in teaching pedagogy and peer consulting. We are excited to offer this new and free service to graduate students serving as TAs or AIs.

--
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